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WORLD CLASS, BROUGHT HOME
The kitchen and bath specialists at DB Design Center elevate renovations and 

new builds with cutting-edge products and quality end-to-end installation
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: An ivory backsplash, matching cabinets, and soft gray countertops create a 
classy kitchen. Taupe dining chairs, dark brown-and-white diamond flooring and a marble back splash 
make a polished kitchen while a furry friend peeks around the corner. Tangerine globe lights are suspended 
over white-and-silver bar stools at an island counter. Surprising green and orange additions make white 
doors and cabinetry pop. Cool sage green and stark black bring an earthy vibe to a modern kitchen.

C ustom decorative handblown lighting 
from Utah. Striking sinks and faucets 
from Italy. Handmade cast metal 

countertops from Georgia. 
The team behind DB Design Center has 

crafted a selection of what they’ve found to 
be among the highest quality, most cost-
effective selections from around the world to 
create cutting-edge kitchens and baths that 
speak to each client’s functional needs and 
aesthetic tastes. 

“We travel the world looking for unique 
products that are phenomenally designed 
and at a great value for customers,” says 
Doug Barrante, co-owner and lead designer. 
“For example, we offer DOCA cabinetry from 
a small town south of Barcelona. I met the 
owners and toured the factory and found 
that the finishes are like nothing I’ve seen in 
the United States at that value.”

Though global in resources, the team 
of professional interior designers ensures 
that each kitchen is uniquely tied to the 
homeowner. Whether designed around 
a client’s birds and pets or featuring the 
installation of a second island for a family of 
six to gather for board games, every room is 
crafted to make lives easier and gatherings 
warmer.

“It feels good mentally and emotionally 
when you enter into a well-designed room,” 
Barrante explains. “Most people remodel 
their kitchen once or twice in a lifetime. 
They’ve been saving for this, so we’re going 
to make it into something special.”


